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Danny and the Dinosaur 2014-05-27 syd hoff s comical charming illustrations will delight readers young and old
alike in this beloved classic i can read about a boy and his best friend a dinosaur danny loves dinosaurs when he
sees one at the museum and says it would be nice to play with a dinosaur a voice answers and i think it would be
nice to play with you so begins danny and the dinosaur s wonderful adventures together for danny and his
prehistoric playmate even the most everyday activities become extraordinary like finding a big enough place to
hide a dinosaur in a game of hide and seek but danny can teach an old dinosaur new tricks it s the most fun this
dinosaur has had in a hundred million years originally published over 50 years ago this beloved classic is a level
1 i can read that is perfect for the beginning reader learning to sound out words and sentences whether shared at
home or in a classroom the short sentences familiar words and simple concepts of level one books support success
for children eager to start reading on their own
Danny and the Dinosaur: School Days 2017-06-20 readers first fell in love with danny and his prehistoric pal in
the i can read classic danny and the dinosaur created by syd hoff in 1958 now the popular pair is together again
in this hilarious school day adventure sure to win over a new generation of beginning readers why don t dinosaurs
go to school in danny and the dinosaur school days the dinosaur gets curious and follows his friend danny to
school but danny s buddy is too big to ride the school bus and school lunch isn t quite right for a dinosaur so he
decides to do school his own way dino style and it turns out to be the best class ever danny and the dinosaur
school days is a level one i can read which means it s perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences
Danny and the Dinosaur 1958-01 a little boy is surprised and pleased when one of the dinosaurs from the museum
agrees to play with him
Danny and the Dinosaur Book and Tape 1990-04-27 danny loves dinosaurs when he sees one at the museun and says it
would be nice to play with a dinosaur a voice answers and i think it would be nice to play with you so begins
dannys and the dinosaur s wonderful adventure together but a dinosaur is no ordinary playmate even the most
everyday activities become extraordinary like finding a big enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide and
seek and keeping him from knocking over houses with his long tail but danny can teach a old dinosaur new tricks it
s the most fun this dinosaur has had in a hundred million years originally published as an i can read book over 40
years ago this classic story is perfect for reading together danny s out on the town with a real live dinosaur and
whether they re eating ice cream or playing hide and seek these two are having one hundred million years of fun
all in one day outstanding children s books of 1958 nyt
Danny and the Dinosaur 1996 danny s friend the dinosaur has never gone on an easter egg hunt along with danny s
little cousin they search high and low and find an eggscellent surprise includes holiday cards a poster and
stickers
Thomas and the Dinosaur 2015-09-01 the dinosaur thinks he s much too tall it s not easy being different danny
decides to cheer his friend up and together they discover that being too tall might not be so bad after all
readers first fell in love with danny and his prehistoric pal in the i can read classic danny and the dinosaur
created by syd hoff in 1958 now the popular pair are together again in a hilarious i can read adventure sure to
win over a new generation of beginning readers this level one i can read book is perfect for children learning to
sound out words and sentences
Danny and the Dinosaur: Too Tall 2017-03-28 a heartwarming father son story about bravery and facing fears
nicholas was afraid of the dark outside his door the bushes where the giant bugs live and the underside of manhole
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covers his dad was not afraid of anything nicholas wants to be as brave as his dad but he needs help that s why he
needs a dinosaur after all dinosaurs like the dark bugs are nothing to them and they eat manhole covers for lunch
and everything under them for dinner with his toy dinosaur nicholas can scale tall walls swim in deep water even
score a goal against the huge goalie everyone calls gorilla but when the dinosaur goes missing everything is scary
again luckily his dad knows that even the bravest people can get scared and it s okay to ask for help facing your
fears it s just guy stuff a family classic in the making from the dream team of newbery honor winner gennifer
choldenko and caldecott medal winner dan santat choldenko s knowing understated storytelling and santat s warm
expressive spreads give full credence to the fears that weigh on kids as well as the presences both real and
imagined that can help alleviate them publishers weekly starred review
Dad and the Dinosaur 2017-01-03 readers first fell in love with danny and his prehistoric pal in the i can read
classic danny and the dinosaur created by syd hoff in 1958 now the popular pair are together again in a hilarious
i can read adventure sure to win over a new generation of beginning readers betty is danny s new neighbor and
danny has a big big surprise for her he wants her to meet his best buddy the dinosaur will betty like the dinosaur
as much as danny does this is a level one i can read book that is perfect for children learning to sound out words
and sentences
Danny and the Dinosaur and the Girl Next Door 1998 4 7 yrs
Thomas and the Dinosaur 1958-08-06 danny loves dinosaurs when he sees one at the museun and says it would be nice
to play with a dinosaur a voice answers and i think it would be nice to play with you so begins dannys and the
dinosaur s wonderful adventure together but a dinosaur is no ordinary playmate even the most everyday activities
become extraordinary like finding a big enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide and seek and keeping him
from knocking over houses with his long tail but danny can teach a old dinosaur new tricks it s the most fun this
dinosaur has had in a hundred million years originally published as an i can read book over 40 years ago this
classic story is perfect for reading together danny s out on the town with a real live dinosaur and whether they
re eating ice cream or playing hide and seek these two are having one hundred million years of fun all in one day
outstanding children s books of 1958 nyt
Danny and the Dinosaur 2019-04-16 when the museum is expecting a royal visitor danny and the dinosaur need to
brush up on their manners from saying please to holding doors can danny and the dinosaur work on behavior fit for
a king everyone knows it can be hard learning good manners but that doesn t stop danny and the dinosaur when they
learn a king is coming to visit the museum this dynamic duo will show young readers and parents alike that nothing
is impossible if you try your best readers first fell in love with danny and his prehistoric pal in the i can read
classic danny and the dinosaur created by syd hoff in 1958 now the popular pair is together again in a hilarious
level one i can read adventure sure to win over a new generation of beginning readers danny and the dinosaur mind
their manners is a level one i can read which means it s perfect for children learning to sound out words and
sentences
Danny and the Dinosaur Mind Their Manners 2016-01-01 mike evans and his best friend shannon pursue the dangerous
mr bones to australia where he has reanimated an allosaurus and may be seeking more complete dinosaur skeletons to
bring to life but they discover that actually he and his sister have a more profitable scheme in mind
Dino-Mike and the Dinosaur Cove 2000-03-22 danny loves dinosaurs when he sees one at the museum he thinks aloud
that it would be nice to play with one when a dinosaur answers danny they have a wonderful adventure together
Danny and the Dinosaur (Hallmark) 2011-02-15 there once was a little boy named cameron he loved dinosaurs one day
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when he was bored he and his little cocker spaniel named kitt went for a ride in a time machine box they landed in
another time the time of the dinosaurs cameron and kitt get to meet several different types of dinosaurs including
cameron s favorite the dangerous tyrannosaurus rex he and his new friendhelp others when bad things happen to
their friends and they meet several new friends to help them before it is time for cameron and kitt to head back
home
Cameron and the Dinosaur Heroes 2015-09-01 danny gets a brand new puppy and the dinosaur can t wait to join in on
the fun what happens when you play fetch with a dinosaur or ask him to roll over readers first fell in love with
danny and his prehistoric pal in the i can read classic danny and the dinosaur created by syd hoff in 1958 now the
popular pair are together again in a hilarious i can read adventure sure to win over a new generation of beginning
readers this is a level one i can read book that is perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences
Danny and the Dinosaur and the New Puppy 2014-05-27 readers first fell in love with danny and his prehistoric pal
in the i can read classic danny and the dinosaur created by syd hoff in 1958 now the popular pair are together
again in an adventure sure to please beginning readers and happy campers alike danny s going to camp and he s
taking the dinosaur whether he s racing rowing or hiking this gigantic camper is a huge hit danny and the dinosaur
go to camp is a level one i can read book that is perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences
Danny and the Dinosaur Go to Camp 2008-10-07 danny loves dinosaurs when he sees one at the museun and says it
would be nice to play with a dinosaur a voice answers and i think it would be nice to play with you so begins
dannys and the dinosaur s wonderful adventure together but a dinosaur is no ordinary playmate even the most
everyday activities become extraordinary like finding a big enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide and
seek and keeping him from knocking over houses with his long tail but danny can teach a old dinosaur new tricks it
s the most fun this dinosaur has had in a hundred million years originally published as an i can read book over 40
years ago this classic story is perfect for reading together danny s out on the town with a real live dinosaur and
whether they re eating ice cream or playing hide and seek these two are having one hundred million years of fun
all in one day outstanding children s books of 1958 nyt
Danny and the Dinosaur 50th Anniversary Box Set 2005-05-24 read along with your favorite i can read book
characters i can read books are the premier line of beginning readers encouraging children to learn and love to
read featuring award winning authors and illustrators i can read books offer a full spectrum of entertaining
stories for every stage of a child s reading development now the beloved characters and adventures from this
popular line of books come to life with i can read book and cds each package includes a best selling beginning
reader storybook and a lively audio recording featuring word for word narration music and sound effects one
version with turn the page signals one version of uninterrupted reading
Danny and the Dinosaur Book and CD 1989-10-30 while visiting the museum with jimmy s class curious george can t
resist climbing onto one of the exhibits the director of the museum isn t very happy about that but george sure
knows how to make a field trip interesting
Curious George and the Dinosaur 1996-09-01 returning from a dangerous time travel voyage field agent jake bento
and his paleontologist companion peg create their own time travel firm but jake s jealous former employer seeks to
discredit them and sabotages an expedition original
The Virgin and the Dinosaur 2015-09-01 the dinosaur thinks he s much too tall it s not easy being different danny
decides to cheer his friend up and together they discover that being too tall might not be so bad after all
readers first fell in love with danny and his prehistoric pal in the i can read classic danny and the dinosaur
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created by syd hoff in 1958 now the popular pair are together again in a hilarious i can read adventure sure to
win over a new generation of beginning readers this level one i can read book is perfect for children learning to
sound out words and sentences
Danny and the Dinosaur: Too Tall 2004 follow mr hardcastle his vintage car gumdrop and horace the dog in this
lively adventure beautifully illustrated by val biro
Gumdrop and the Dinosaur 2010-02-04 dino the last dinosaur left on earth had sadly accepted the fact that he would
spend the rest of his life alone just when he was about to give up on ever having a best friend his life is
changed forever when he meets a beautiful butterfly named mishy they become the very best of friends and pledge to
be side by side forever but when the friendship begins to sour dino realizes that he must sacrifice his own
happiness for the happiness of mishy the butterfly and the dinosaur teaches children and adults about the power of
friendship unconditional love and being unselfish will there be a happy ending you ll have to buy the book and
peek inside
The Butterfly and the Dinosaur 2018-07-17 join mr tiffin and his students on a trip to a natural history museum
and learn all about dinosaurs and the scientists who discovered them mr tiffin and his students are back in
another picture book and this time the focus is on dinosaur loving kimmy during a field trip to the natural
history museum kimmy is thrilled to share what she knows about the stegosaurus and the archaeopteryx and even the
ginormous titanosaurus that changes when one of her classmates questions whether girls can be paleontologists
kimmy starts to feel shy what if they can t what if no one wants to hear what she has to say it will take some
help from mr tiffin and from a famous scientist for kimmy to find her voice again join mr tiffin s class as they
learn about dinosaurs big and small feathered and scaly winged and ocean dwelling and root for kimmy the dinosaur
expert who might just learn something about herself
The Dinosaur Expert 2014-07-08 oliver wants the stegosaurus to be named the state fossil of colorado but getting a
new law passed is going to take a lot of work and a little bit of luck oliver dibbs already had his moment in the
spotlight when he saved the local prairie dog habitat from destruction when he convinces his class to try to get
the stegosaurus declared the state fossil of colorado ollie is ready to be famous again he can just imagine his
name splashed across the front page of the newspaper but it turns out that convincing the government to name a new
state symbol takes a little more work than he thought especially when the class bully lester philpott will do
anything to sabotage ollie s plans ollie is determined to accomplish his goal the stegosaurus deserves its day in
the sun and ollie and his friends are going to help it get there no matter what setbacks they encounter along the
way
Oliver Dibbs and the Dinosaur Cause 2013-07 james gum shoo and his friends are on a trip to the river city natural
history museum where they discover that a small dinosaur model and some chickens have both gone missing and the
four sixth grade detectives promptly set out to discover who is behind the theft
The Dinosaur That Disappeared 2019-05-07 danny s class is going on a field trip to the big city and the dinosaur
is invited too towering skyscrapers rumbling subways the city is a big and exciting place but even though the city
is big the dinosaur may find fitting in to be a bit of a challenge readers first fell in love with danny and his
prehistoric pal in the i can read classic danny and the dinosaur created by syd hoff in 1958 now the popular pair
is together again in a hilarious level one i can read adventure sure to win over a new generation of beginning
readers danny and the dinosaur in the big city is a level one i can read which means it s perfect for children
learning to sound out words and sentences
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Danny and the Dinosaur in the Big City 2014-01-26 danny and the dinosaurs a children s chapter book with pictures
for ages 9 12 if your child enjoys stories from authors like enid blyton roald dahl gloria levine and e b white
then your child will be enthralled by this exciting action packed story told by lizak strahm in this children s
chapter book for kids 9 12 when danny trotter is given a fossilized dinosaur egg by his uncle felix he has no idea
of the dramatic and astonishing events which are to follow for the egg is magic and whisks him back in time
millions of years back to the age of the dinosaurs rescued from the clutches of a ferocious t rex danny soon finds
himself in a place called dino island here he befriends a group of friendly dinosaurs but all is not well danny
learns that an evil villain called professor zoran has also traveled back in time and intends to imprison the
dinosaurs of dino island in a gigantic zoo he has built in the great forest their only hope of foiling the wicked
professor s plans rests on rescuing the mighty dragon draco which the professor has captured and imprisoned in his
castle fortress a daring adventure has begun as danny leads a mission to rescue draco and save the dinosaurs from
a terrible fate but great dangers await such as ravenous t rexes and blood thirsty river monsters can danny
succeed in his mission or will the evil professor zoran win the day this captivating story will delight your child
with its colorful characters and fast paced action containing wonderful illustrations by magdalena su danny and
the dinosaurs will entertain children for hours and contains valuable life lessons about personal sacrifice and
the value of friendship order your copy now
Danny and the Dinosaurs 2007-10-23 an award winning encyclopdia written for young people dubbed the dinosaur bible
by enthusiasts written by one of the world s foremost experts on dinosaurs this award winning title honored by the
nsta and the aaas is an essential addition to any dinophile s library regardless of age using casual language
aimed at young people and non scientists it s a guide to all aspects of dinosaur science how we figure out what
dinosaurs looked like how they lived how they evolved how they continue to live among us as birds and much much
more it also includes brief entries on all 800 named species of mesozoic dinosaurs as well as sidebars by 33 world
famous paleontologists among them robert t bakker jack horner mark norell scott sampson and philip currie with 428
pages of lavish museum quality illustrations and an exhaustive site maintained by the author of supplemental
chapter updates this the perfect gift that will educate and entertain for many many many hours and if that isn t
enough the jacket has a spectacular poster printed on the inside written in a casual language both young and adult
paleo nerds will find readable and enjoyable this volume is seen as the dinosaur bible by many enthusiasts of the
subject for its sheer completeness and scienciness tvtropes org
Dinosaurs 2019-06-24 a lively account of the dinosaur s role in gilded age america examining the connection
between business paleontology and museums although dinosaur fossils were first found in england a series of
dramatic discoveries during the late 1800s turned north america into a world center for vertebrate paleontology at
the same time the united states emerged as the world s largest industrial economy and creatures like tyrannosaurus
brontosaurus and triceratops became emblems of american capitalism large fierce and spectacular american dinosaurs
dominated the popular imagination making front page headlines and appearing in feature films assembling the
dinosaur follows dinosaur fossils from the field to the museum and into the commercial culture of north america s
gilded age business tycoons like andrew carnegie and j p morgan made common cause with vertebrate paleontologists
to capitalize on the widespread appeal of dinosaurs using them to project american exceptionalism back into
prehistory learning from the show stopping techniques of p t barnum museums exhibited dinosaurs to attract
entertain and educate the public by assembling the skeletons of dinosaurs into eye catching displays wealthy
industrialists sought to cement their own reputations as generous benefactors of science showing that modern
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capitalism could produce public goods in addition to profits behind the scenes museums adopted corporate
management practices to control the movement of dinosaur bones restricting their circulation to influence their
meaning and value in popular culture tracing the entwined relationship of dinosaurs capitalism and culture during
the gilded age lukas rieppel reveals the outsized role these giant reptiles played during one of the most
consequential periods in american history praise for assembling the dinosaur a penetrating study of legitimacy and
capitalism in the realm of fossils verlyn klinkenborg the new york review of books a solid entry into the growing
body of literature on gilded age american paleontology but it is particularly valuable for its contribution to
enhancing our understanding of how science and its representation during that period were influenced by and in
turn affected society as a whole by incorporating cultural economic and scientific developments rieppel shines new
light on the history of both american paleontology and museum exhibition practice ilja nieuwland science
Assembling the Dinosaur 2019-12-26 george s favourite thing in the entire world is dinosaurs all george and his
friends want to do is play with dinosaurs so when mummy pig and miss rabbit take them to hunt for dinosaur fossils
at the beach they know it s going to be the best day ever but no one expects george to find an entire dinosaur
hidden in the rocks george is a proper dinosaur expert
Peppa Pig: George and the Dinosaur 1993 this evocative beautifully illustrated picture book celebrates one girl s
limitless imagination perfect for fans of the fan brothers anything is possible and nothing s as it seems in a
town by the seaside marianne is often seen digging for buried treasure on the beach one day she finds the most
wonderful treasure of all a dinosaur skeleton that night marianne makes a wish upon a star that her dinosaur will
come to life she wishes it with all her heart and it comes true together marianne s adventures with her new friend
are limited only by their imagination this enchanting picture book will take you on a magical journey far beyond
the page
Little So-and-So and the Dinosaurs 2020-01-14 even though the school children think gus the dinosaur bus is a
great way to get to school his size is causing traffic problems for the principle and the town
The Girl and the Dinosaur 2013 what would happen if a dinosaur came to a birthday party come to danny s house and
find out his friend the dinosaur helps make this one party you ll never forget
Gus, the Dinosaur Bus 1997-04-25 diego has to get a dinosaur home to her family will you help
Happy Birthday, Danny and the Dinosaur! 2008-07-29 danny his friend the dinosaur and danny s new puppy all run
inside to play when it starts to pour a sudden bolt of lightning causes the puppy to dive under the bed but what
can the big dinosaur do he doesn t fit all ends well in this reassuring story based on syd hoff s beloved classic
complete with a sheet of stickers this 8x8 adventure makes the perfect accompaniment on a rainy afternoon
Diego and the Dinosaurs 2017-03-07 celebrate christmas dino style with danny the dinosaur danny s friend the
dinosaur has never experienced christmas before so he and danny decide to celebrate dino style but what will
happen when the museum director isn t so happy with the new museum decorations find out in this danny and the
dinosaur 8x8 adventure complete with 8 holiday cards a poster and stickers this brand new story is based on syd
hoff s beloved classic
Danny and the Dinosaur and the Big Storm 2017-09-19 an up close look at the habitats of a variety of dinosaurs
Danny and the Dinosaur: A Very Dino Christmas 2003
The Dinosaur Atlas
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